
 

Researchers examine role of fluid flow in
ovarian cancer progression
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After multiple rounds of fluid shear stress exposure, human cells in the study
began to form tumor-like structures known as spheroids (pictured). Spheroids
are indicative of aggressive disease traits. Credit: Virginia Tech
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New research from Virginia Tech is moving physicians closer to
pinpointing a predictor of ovarian cancer, which could lead to earlier
diagnosis of what is know as the "silent killer."

Ovarian cancer spreads throughout the body undetected and so has
almost always progressed to an advanced stage before patients receive a
diagnosis. Symptoms are often vague, and doctors currently have no
reliable diagnostic test for ovarian cancer at their disposal.

If scientists could identify what triggers healthy ovarian cells to turn
malignant, they'd at least be able to pinpoint a predictor of the disease.
Such a predictor might lead to an earlier diagnosis, which could lead to
more effective treatment and save the lives of thousands of women each
year.

Published in PLOS ONE, a Virginia Tech study found that cancerous
cells in the abdominal cavity exposed to fluid shear stress - the force
effect of the body's fluid moving along and around organs - caused those
cells to become more aggressive.

Additionally, the researchers discovered that benign cells exposed to
fluid shear stress began to look more and more like cancer.

"We saw those aggressive cancer cells continue to get more aggressive,"
said Alexandra Hyler, a doctoral student in the Department of
Biomedical Engineering and Mechanics in the College of Engineering
and the study's lead author. "When we put those cells under conditions
that mimicked your basic, everyday fluid flow in a healthy individual,
they showed traits indicative of progression, like changes in their
cytoskeleton and increased focal adhesions. These cells also started
forming tumor-like structures, or what we call spheroids."

"In the benign cells, it got even scarier," said Hyler. "Those cells started
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to look like aggressive cells. We were actually seeing traits of cancerous
cells exhibited in these benign cells."

Hyler, who first became interested in the project from a women's health
perspective when she joined the BIOTRANS program several years ago,
explained that the physical environment of cancer has recently emerged
as a hallmark of the disease. As such, environments like the abdominal
cavity, known as the peritoneal cavity, have become a target for many
cancer researchers.

The peritoneal cavity is the largest fluid-filled space in the body and
extends from the base of the diaphragm down to a woman's ovaries.
Fluids in the peritoneal cavity are constantly moving against organs.
Even when the body is sleeping, that fluid keeps swirling as it responds
to the motion of the muscles and systems it surrounds - the digestive
tract processing food or the diaphragm contracting with every breath, for
example. Fluid volume in the peritoneal cavity is typically small, but
levels can increase drastically in women with ovarian cancer.
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Virginia Tech's Alexandra Hyler prepares samples for testing in the lab. Hyler
led a study that examined the effects of fluid shear stress on ovarian cancer
development and progression, which found that even normal fluid flow in the
abdominal cavity can cause cancerous and benign cells to become more
aggressive. Credit: Virginia Tech

"Where the ovaries are located at the base of that cavity is very
susceptible to fluid movement," said Hyler. "Those cells can easily get
picked up from the base of your abdomen and taken to other locations."

To study how fluid shear stress affected the development and
progression of ovarian cancer, the researchers subjected mouse ovarian
cells at three different stages - benign, slowly developing cancerous, and
aggressively cancerous - to a system of fluid flow similar to what
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actually happens in the body.

They paralleled this dynamically progressive mouse model to ovarian
cells from human patients at the benign and cancerous stages.

"We used these mouse cells to validate our findings and to show that the
results were similar to what we were seeing of ovarian cancer in the
human cells," said Hyler. "The mouse cells helped us validate the overall
relevancy of the model."

Eventually, the researchers hope to answer questions like how and when
the cells transition from benign to cancerous. Future studies could
address protein and gene activation as well as a further examination of
the role fluid shear stress plays in the promotion of cancer invasion.

"If we discover how these cells respond to the physical stress of fluid
shear, we might be able to specifically inhibit these signaling pathways
and delay, or even prevent, the survival of metastases and their
secondary outgrowth," said corresponding author Eva Schmelz, an
associate professor in the Department of Human Nutrition, Foods, and
Exercise. "These events could be targets for specific drugs that could
prolong the life of women with metastatic ovarian cancer."

Hyler is already working on a better system for controlling shear stress in
future experiments, which could be used for long-duration studies that
might be able to correlate fluid shear stress magnitudes to cellular
responses.

"There has to be an underlying biological mechanism at work here, and
we don't have the answer to that question yet," said Hyler. "If you could
pinpoint something that's responding to the changes of that mechanical
force, or what we call mechanosensors, then you're talking about ways to
step in for earlier diagnosis and treatment."
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"We're trying to create a better understanding of this disease," she said.
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